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On the other hand, there are persons who think it
entirely unnecessary to prepare rigid schedules of taxation
for Federal and Provincial Governments. They consider
that rigid schedules are not to be found in any federal
constitution and that it is absurd to stereotype the system
of taxation of the country and thus limit the ingenuity of
future Finance Ministers of the Federal and Provincial
Governments. All that is required in their opinion is to
impose a limitation on the powers of the federating units
that they shall not impose taxes, like Customs and Excises,
allotted to the Federal Government, leaving the rest of the
field for all the partners in the federation to divide as they
like.
It is doubtful whether the States will agree to leaving
things in such a fluid condition as is suggested above.
Besides, the lesson which the history of Australia—where
an exactly similar state of affairs prevails, as will be gathered
from the appendix to Chapter II—teaches is that without
a delimitation of spheres of taxation an ordered and satis-
factory system of taxation for the country as a whole is
impossible. On the other hand, it is quite obvious that no
allocation of resources now made can yield satisfactory
results for all times. With new governments may come
new policies, which may lead to the abandonment of
existing sources of revenue (e.g. salt and excise on in-
toxicants) or radical alterations therein (e.g. land revenue)
or adoption of entirely new sources of income. Changing
economic conditions (e.g. fall in agricultural prices such
as is now being witnessed) may affect the yield from
existing sources and thus necessitate modification in the
present allocation much sooner than may be generally
expected. To make modification dependent upon the
consent of all or even a majority of the federating units
would be tantamount to making it impossible and might

